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I. The inverted problem of structural engineering 
1.1 Phenomena ,,-ithin the scope of structural engincering may be con-
centrated around three major concepts. In any case, the problem involves a 
solid body or structl1re that can he described by its geometry and material 
properties. This structure is affected by yarious effects (loads, thermal effect::: 
etc.), and as a consequence, parts of the structure undergo relatiye displace-
ments. Relatiye displacements can occur either without or with causing dis-
continuity. In general, it can be stated that the fundamental problem of 
structural engineering is to predict the consequences of influences affecting 
the structure. 
1.2 In practical structural engineering, the structure is not defined a 
priori, as a rule. If for instance, the designer has to construct a road bridge 
crossing a river, then only some parameters of the structl_ue to he designed 
(e.g. the span), follow directly from the practical destination. Various other 
parameters (e.g. cross-sectional dimensions or material qualities) can be assum-
ed frfOely, or - better said - haye to be determined just in course of the 
design. 
The fundamental problem of structural engineering, as outlined above, 
is essential for the knowledge of the behaviour of solid bodies. Structural eng-
ineering la"ws can only be studied by exposing gi\-en structures to giyen 
effects and obsen-ing their consequences. Nevertheless, answering fundament-
al problem of structural engineering is still insufficient to satisfy requirements 
inherent with its practical application. Design practice requirements are the 
inverse of the fundamental problem. Initially the structure is not given: on 
the contrary, it has to he determined. Requirements for the structure han' 
to be reckoned with, in form of restrictions on the consequences of effects 
(e. g. structural discontinuities must not arise, prohibiti\-e deformations must 
be ayoided). 
As a first approach, the inyerted problem inherent with the practical 
application of structural engineering knowledge can be formulated as follows: 
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Effects on and requirements for the structure are given, these latter as 
restrictions on the consequences of effects. Structures for which consequences 
of the given effects satisfy given requirements are to be sought for. 
This quite general formulation of the problem, however, is unlike to 
bear a practically useful outcome. It is namely impossible, even theoretically, 
to define every and each structure satisfying the given requirements. (Structur-
al materials are in continuous development, the sphere of possible structural 
solutions is illimited.) Therefore, the set of possible structures has somehow 
to be circumscribed, for the sake of arriving at an exact solution. Exact methods 
make only possible to find the structure meeting given rcquirements in case 
of given effect8, out of a well defined set of all structures possible. 
In connection with the inverted problem of structural engineering as 
outlined above it has still to be noted that effects on and requirements for the 
structure cannot always be considered as to he specified independently of the 
structure. For instance, the dead load of the 8tructure depends on the structure 
itself, or, more exactly, the sphere of possible structures contains in general 
structures differing by their dead load. Even requirements for the structure 
may not be independent of the structure itself; if for instance the sphere of 
possible solutions includes both steel and reinforced concrete structures, then, 
for the first case, the absence of any cracks is required, while for the second 
case, restrictions may refer to the maximum tolerated crack width. 
Those said above permit a closer formulation of the inyerted problem of 
structural engineering: 
A set of possible structures is given. For each element of the set, effecb 
and requirement::: are specified. By soh'ing the fundamental problem of ~truc­
tural engineering for each element of the set, consequences of the given effects 
can be predicted, allowing to decide whether consequences meet the given 
requircments or not. The prohlcm consists in delimiting that part of the ,:et 
of possible structures, each element of 'which satisfies the given requirements, 
and which contains each element of the giyen set 'which meets the given l'equi-
rements. This subset 'will be called the set of permissible structures. 
1.3 Solution of the inverted problem of structural engineering yields 
knowledge of the sphere of structures convenient for a given practical purpose. 
This knowledge is of importance by providing freedom for the designer to 
decide between permissible structures. Namely, as long as the ;=:phere of struc-
tures useable for a given practical purpose is unknown. the solution of the 
practical problem is a random one. The designer tests some elements, or just 
a single element out of the set of possible solutions, that is, by solving the 
fundamental problem of structural engineering he determines whether the 
structure meets requirements or not. In the case the designer can only test a 
single element, then no designer's freedom or free decision can he spoken of. 
But even if several structures can be examined by computation, the number 
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of variants and thereby the freedom of decision is rather a restricted onc. 
Freedom in designing is only provided for by kno'wledge of the set of permis-
sible structures. 
1.4 Solution of the inverted problem of structural engineering was 
seen to deliver a set of permissible structures. This set may be an empty one, 
where, in fact, the problem has no solution. It is possible too that the set of 
permissible structures in eludes a single element. In this case there is a single 
way to meet requirements, and there is no need of designer's decision. Practi-
.:.-ally, ho·wever, the set of permissible structures includes numerous, or an in-
finity of, elements. This means that the requirements set up in the inverted 
problem of structural engineering may be met in several ways, and the ne-
cessarily single one to he realized can only be dccided thrnugh design consid-
erations, hence hy iln-oh-ing still other requirements. Thus, designer's free-
dom created by soh-ing the inverted problem of structural engineering induces 
both possibility and necessity to restrict this freedom itself and to involve 
new requirements. 
The new requirements may be introduced bv two means. Either ever 
more restrictions are set up, eliminating ever more kinds of structures of the 
set, still finally the set is reduced to a single element. Or a scalar characteristic 
;-alue can be given to each element of the set of permissible structures, and 
the structure with the least scalar value (or with the greatest one, what comes 
out essentially to the same) designated for execution. The first case is best 
illustrated hy the problem of the structure of uniform strength. The second 
case is that of the most flexible satisfaction of practical requirements, such 
as defining the lightest or most economical structure. 
It should bc noted that the mentioned two fundamental possibilities 
are not different in principle, or more correctly, the second one includes the 
first one. Namely, structures short of a given requirement can also he excluded 
hy giving the characteristic value 0 or + 1 to structures meeting the require-
ment or not, respectively. 
By completing the inverted problem of structural engineering so as to 
involve selection out of the set of permissible structures, then the so-called 
optimation problem is arrived at. The optimation problem can be formulated 
as follows: 
The set of possible structures is given. For each element of the set the 
effects on and the requirements for the given structure are specified. Besides, 
to each element of the set, a scalar value is given. The structure belonging to 
the set of permissible structures, and exhibiting a characteristic value not 
greater than any other structure within the set of permissible structures, is 
sought for. 
1.5 The optimation problem may have either a single solution, several 
solutions or no solution at all. This latter case is that of a contradiction existing 
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between the set of possible structures and the requirements for them. SeyeraI 
solutions possible for an optimation problem indicate that not all practical 
aspects had been taken into consideration in constructing the scalar character-
istic ,·alues. In such cases thl' problem may and has to be made unam-
biguous - if desired - by iIlyoh'ing still other aspects. 
There are many different possibilities to designate the eharacteristic 
yalue for the decision, illyoh'ing aspects though absolutcly pertaining to the 
structural design but beyond the range of structural engineering itself. Defi-
nition of the optimation eharacteristic yalues cannot he considereel a structura~ 
problem, structural engineering bcing only concerned \\'ith the solution of the 
optimatioIl prohlem for giYPIl characteristic;;;. 
2. Trends in the fieM of optimation metho(l;;; 
2.1 The first idea to emerge m course of the historical de..-elopment of 
struetural engineering and pertaining to the theory of optimation wa5 the 
problem of structures of equiyalent uniform strength. Galileo Galilei, in his 
book published in 1638, likely to he comiclered the fir5t study on the ;:trength 
of materials. ha~ treated the problem of eanti]eYer beams of uniform "trength. 
From this time, outstanding scientists in mathematies and mechanic5 haye 
often 13een interested in problems on strucllUfS of uniform strength. 
The first systematic treatise on the problem of structures with uniform 
strength was a hook published hy ::\1. LEYY in 1873. The first genfral th('orem 
oyer the non-existence of statieally redundant trusses of uniform strength is 
to be found in this work. 
The endeayour to haye a beam of uniform strength is often at the basi5 
of the design practice. Sinee long, in the design of major structures, it is custom-
ary to modify assumed cross-sectional dimensions of hyperstatie beams 
according to the determined stresses, to adapt them for the latter, inYoh-ing 
iterated computation of the structure and alteration of the stresses. This 
method - involving eventually several iterations - is preferred by designers 
aiming at a possibly "uniformly" loaded structure, proyided there is a rnea11S 
to cater for the increased volume of calculations. 
With the extended use of digital computers, this method gained impor-
tanee anew, since it being an iteration process lends itself for computer use. 
2.2 Attempts to determine the structure of the lowest weight were first 
successful for trusses. Based on j\Iaxwell's ideas, in the early 1900's A. G. M. 
l\IIcHELL studied comprehensiyely the problem of the structure of lowest 
weight to be built up of members under axial stresses, for a giyen load and 
gi..-en supporting conditions. In his studies he applied serious simplifications 
and attempted to arriYe at closed solutions. 
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These studies haye led to the deyelopment of a theoretical discipline 
dealing with the problem of the structures of minimum weight, with theoret-
icians mainly from English-speaking countries. Studies aimed at finding the 
theoretically optimum structures for some typical load cases. According to 
researchers of the lVIichell structures, although the obtained result is too ab-
stract to be applied directly in practice, its knowledge indirectly helps us, it 
may act as an in fact inachicyahle but more or less approachable target ill 
the design practice. 
2.3 In ] 933, r. :11. RABL'O"YICH published fundamental results concern-
ing the determination of a minimum weight har system under non-axial (flex-
ural and torsional) stres~es. The problem has heen set up as one of choosing 
the most £'ayourahl(, structure of a gin>ll family of structures of uniform 
strength. The idea of Rahinowich found numerous foIlow.'l's and deyplopers. 
at first in the LSSR, and from the .50's all oyer the world. 
A typical prohlem of this school is for instance to dcterminc the hyper-
static fIexural har system of lowest weight, of continuously varying er055-
section, uncleI' a one-parameter load system. Studies are concerned "'ith the 
case of an ideally elastic structural material. Recently, the scope has heen 
extended to plates and shells and introduced into practice. 
2.4 j\;Iention should be made of research done in Poland on the optimum 
design of structures. The first work on this subject was that by Z. WASICTYSZKL 
published in 1939. Studies have been based on the minimatiol1 of the strain 
energy, namely, preference is giYf'n to that structure of a giyen yolume for 
which to a giyen load the minimum of strain energy belongs. This approach 
is strictly related to thf' problem of df'termining the strncture of minimum 
\-\-·eight. 
2.5 Alongside with the deYelopment of the theory of plasticity and with 
the extension of design methods rE'ckoning with the material properties in the 
plastic range, rE'search has been initiated by \V. PRAGER in 1953, to determine 
the structure of minimum weight in the plastic range. widely extended since 
then. 
A typical problem in this school is to determine the cross-sectional di-
mensions of minimum weight continuous beams and frames of given pattern, 
consisting of flexural bars with uniform cross-section. For the analysis of hy-
perstatic structures, the deyeloped methods make use of simplifications 
permitted by the plastic properties, hence finding the optimum alternatiye 
requires but moderate computation work. (Otherwise, extreme computation 
work is typical for optimatioll problems.) 
In fact, significance of optimation methods making use of material 
properties in the plastic range consisted exactly in reducing the computation 
work, permitting much of the practical problems to be solved manually. On 
the other side, howeyer, they apply too Illany simplifications (e.g. assuIllption 
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of ideally rigid-plastic or elasta-plastic properties, restriction of the range of 
stress combinations). 
2.6 It should be noted that, since the 1920's, in addition to the listed 
tendencies and schools, several other attempts have been made in the field 
of optimation. Probably, several publications ,vritten in other than world 
languages or issued in non universally known periodicals have been concerned 
in merit and successfully with optimation problems. In addition to attempts 
in this country, I am aware of initiatives in this scope published in the twenties 
and thirties in Norway and in Holland, but rather unknown to the pro-
fessionals. 
2.7 In the preceding, tendencies arisen before the event of digital com-
puters have been outlined. Appearance of computers was decisive for the de-
velopment of this subject, hoth from theoretical aspect5 and for practical 
design applications. 
Earlier theoretical research, e.g. that on the :NIichell structures, has been 
concerned with finding solutions in closed form, bound to extreme difficulties. 
This fact is responsible for the scarcity of solved problems in the world liter-
ature, for instance a single one exists on spatial structures, in spite of the 
rather drastic simplifications fundamental for the Michell structures. With 
the event of computers, research has been directed toward the numerical 
treatment of the Michell-type structures, a work with already interesting 
achievements. 
At the same time, the extension of digital computers, in addition to 
ease the development of optimation trends based on an established system 
of assumptions, threw light on quite new possibilities. Thu5, along!3ide with 
the existing optimation trends, new ones appeared, speciillly hound to com-
puter application. A common feature of these trends is that they much reduce 
simplifications, accessory to earlier systems, both as to the structural require-
ments to be taken into account and to the economical aspects of 5electing the 
optimum structure, and make the mathematical model to approach practical 
exigencies. 
Optimation problems for computer U5C are in general formulated a5 
follows: A set of structures is given, so that each element of this set can be 
described by a finite number of real parameters. Structural requirements for 
the problem are written as inequalities so that several different functions of 
the parameters must be greater than O. Satisfaction of these inequalities, or 
better, determination of parameter values to satisfy the inequalities represents 
the solution of the inverted structural problem. In addition to the inequalities, 
a further numerical value, the so-called target function is given as a func-
tion of the free parameters, the minimum of which designates one out of 
the set of structures, meeting inequalities expressing structural require-
ments. 
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Quite a wide range of optimation methods based on computer possibi" 
lities has heen r[enloped, differing by the degree of how practical structural 
requirements are simplified or reckoned with at full complexity, or by what 
of the complex economical correlations of the structure are involved, and to 
what degree, in formulating the target function. Also, there is a wide variety of 
methods for numerically solving the formulated problem. In what follows, 
some typical prohlf'lllS and solution methods 'will he presented, without aiming 
at completeness. 
2.8 In certain simple cat'c;;, or when simplification:; are introduced, 
conditional equations expressing the structural requirements and the target 
function may be linear in thc free parameters. In this case the optimatioll 
problem is that of linear programming, feasihle by several mathematical 
methods, especially by those pertaining to economy analysis. The linear pro-
gramming problems of structural optimation are, hO'wever, mostly of a special 
structure and can he soh-ed by special methods mayhe starting from the 
structural features of the problem, in addition to general solution methods 
of linear programming problemE'. 
2.9 Approaching structural conditional inequalities and target function 
to practical requirements causf'S the problem to inevitably lose its linearity. 
Mathematical methods suiting such problems, i.e. th" theory of non-linear 
programming are in fact less deyeloped. The prohlem h"comes simpler if the 
system of requirements on ineflualities can he eliminated and nothing but thc 
minimum of a single function is to he found. This is the fundamental principiI' 
of the so-called integrated approach, deyeloped in the USA. Conditional in-
equalities expressing the structural requirements are incorporated into the 
optimation target function by adding terms giving values tending to infinity 
for those sets of parameters which fail to meet conditional inequalities. Thereby 
the minimum condition alone in any case that for a modified target func-
tion - is sufficient to exclude structure alternatives short of the structural 
requirements. By gradually reducing the effect of terms additive to the origin-
al target function and by several iterations, the integrated approach method 
provides for the desired accuracy limit not to be exceeded by the error clue to 
the disturbance of the original target function. 
2.10 EYen with the method of integrated approach, often the additive 
terms replacing the conditional inequalities of the target function or of the 
structural requirements cannot be written as formulae but develop in course 
of computation, as outcomes of the fed-in algorithm. If practical structural 
requirl'ments are to h(' reckoned with at full complexity (e.g. for reinforced 
concrete structures, to lab, into consideration various design specifications), 
structural conditions cannot or are not advisahle to be replaced hy additivt, 
terms of the target funetion. This is the general case when the solution involve!" 
hoth structural conditional inequalities and target function, hut none of them 
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in explicit form. There is, howcver, a computer algorithm available, yielding 
target function nllues for any value set of independent parameters, and prt~­
dicting if the structure described 1)y th(~ givl'I1 parameters satisfies tlll~ spec-
ified requirements or not. 
In such a "fully numerical" approach the optimation problem is ::;olved 
~o that the compntpr makes trials with diffen'nt parameter value set:::, confront~ 
outcomes from the aspects of :3uitahility and target function yalue, and ha,;et! 
on this comparison, designates other parameter value sets for trial. At last, 
this gradual approximation leads to that independent parameter value set 
,,-hich is ahsolutely the most fayourahle of all, and taking into consideration 
any possihle cases, it yields the solution of the optimation problem at a high 
probability, ,,-ithin the deEired aecuracy limits. This purely numerical method 
permits to taktc into cOllsi(lnation almost the entire range of practical require-
ments, at the same lilne, howen'1', the problem becomes an unduly e01l1plex 
one, making (,xtl'pmdy difficult to formulate solution principlf's. hut leading 
to a quitl' rpliah!" practical result. 
Purely numerical methods mean t'""elltially to te~t :::event! allernatiYe::' 
of a "trnetu]'(' so that the altprnativc:- to he testt'd anc (If'signatec1 by the com-
puter itself, on the ha:::is of cOllclm:ions dnnnl from the testE on the alternati-
ves before. Hence, !It'rms of tilt' attempt to mechanize 011(' of the most exquisitp 
human capaeities, namely to learn from experienee, are illyoh-ed. Various 
developcd algorithms known from the literature differ exactly by the mean" 
how to realize this primitive "learning". 
The eOll1puting work demand of entirely numerical methods is extreme. 
::\amely, any step of the computation requircs the full :;tructural analy,,:is of 
a perhaps quite complex structure for any considered load case, precisely 
taking into consideration all requirements for the structure and all the design 
~peeifieati()n". ep-to-date, efficient digital eomputer~, howevcr, lend themsel-
ves to thi~ immense compntation work. Optimation::: inYoh-ing gn~at many 
independent parameter~ and rather complex requirements have been carried 
out in the ficlds of space craft construction and of airplane design (for instance, 
those reported of by the Boeillg Aircraft Co., USA). In relation of building 
structures, a purely llumerical optimation method has been applied e.g. in the 
(~jprotis Institute, USSR, for designing standard large-span prestressed con-
ncte beams for mass production. 
3. Hungarian research results 
Induced by thc natural endeayour to design structures as ach-antageous 
as possible, deyelopment of yarious optimation methods began also in this 
country at an early date, at first \\-ithout knowledge of the relevant results 
abroad, and in dependcntly of their encouraging effect. 
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As early as III the Hr" G. DERY com](ll'red problem::; of fayourahly de-
signing steel hrirlges. In j l1f' earlY 1950';;, J. PELIl,---~_:\, carried out optimation 
tests on hinge arrangement of the reinforced eonerete Gerber beams of the 
People's Stadium. Budappst. applying lllPthods fnrtl1l'1" dl'\'eloperl since by 
himself and other:". r. 1IE:\'YIL.\RD examinpd tht~ prohlem of optimum rein-
forcement for concrete plates on the hasis of the yield line theory. In correla-
tion 'with thr prohlrmaties of }Iiehell structures, J. BARTHA sct up an interest-
ing theorem, to my knowledge h(~ing the first in tlw international speeial lit-
erature to take into eonsirleration thp phenomenon of budding due to axial 
eompression in optimatioll problems . .T. PEREDY estahlislH'd principles of 
the correlation l)('tween optimations of statieally determinate and indetermi-
nate struetures in plastic- and plastie ranges. 
In thi;:: eountry. a ,"mall group of worker;:: rloin(! research O]J [hp optimum 
reinforeement of conerp\p beams has formed. Rele,,-ant papC'rs h<1\,C' bCt'1l 
puhlished by I. }IE'\YILtRD an(1 J. PELIK_'\:\" and late!' hy S. KALISZKY, Z. 
VISY and J. PEREDY. The initiating role of J. PELIl\:_t:\' and the interestill(! 
results of S. KALISZKY worked out on the basis of a new approximating assump-
tion facilitating the solution of many problems and extending tht' field of 
investigations O\-t'j' platt'" and slwlls, should he pointed out. 
Researeh IHo(!ram in this country inyolvt's optimatioIl hy mean:' of 
up-to-date digital computers. J. PEREDY has heen eonet'l'm-d \I-ith tlw Hum-
{'rical rletnminatioll of jliehell "tl'llclure problell1~. T. LAKI. (;Y. Hrsz:\',\l\ 
and .T. PEREDY stndi('d "elltirely Ilumerical" mf'thods. 
L Actual situation and future trend,. 
A_ :3un'ey of [he trends awl hOIl1\' re:,ults on the field of opl:imation per-
mits to draw some cOllclusioll" C'(lllc('rning tllt" charaderistie features of th,· 
present ;::ituation and future ta:-ks. These cOl1elusions f'xpres;:: pnsonal yiews. 
and so they are intelHlf'd to rai8e a disenssion. 
4,.1 Actually. optimation represent:' ow' of the :-'Il'uctural "nginpPl'iul£ 
fields in the spetcdipst devt'lopment. Tt i~ :,trictly cOfn,lated to som(, most 
up-to-date fields of technical scirnces such a:-' eithcr astronauties and ayiatioll 
or electronics and applied cybernetics. In addition to its theoretical importance, 
it is also of a great practical use from direct economical aspects. 
4.2 Two principal trench out of the actual complexity of optimation 
works are likely to crystallize. One is the pn(h~ayour to drduee general theoret-
ical conclusions, to establish principle corrdations, at the cost of omitting 
less important features of the extremely complex problem: the other consist:" 
in setting up and soh-ing practical problems as complex as they are, haying 
recourse to the latest computing techniques, in order to make possibly full use 
of immediate economical advantages. 
4* 
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J.3 Thi:; lattfT trend to >,oh-e ~olllplpx pra~tical problems will in all 
probahility not gf't stuck in th!' ('xalllinat ion of nUlllpri~al probl!'ms and of 
particular eases disengaged of their correlations. At a farther pt'rspective, the 
gradually gathered experience 'will probahly lead to a synthese, that is, practi-
cal ohservations will permit to draw general theoretical conelusions represent-
ing hasic features of the prohlem closf'r than do theoretical results hased on 
t he actual dras t ic sim plifications. 
4A As concerns the further development of rt'search in this country, it 
is advisable to adher to either of the two predicted principal trends, that is, 
to direct optimation research either to arrive at theoretical conclusions of 
general yulidity, adding cOl1sidNahly to tlw prest>nt knowledgc. or to help 
complex practical prohlems hearin!Z imJUediatp ecol1oJUie results. 
Summary 
There may be several different i'tructures to meet requirements inherent \\'ith the desti-
nation of a given object, One of them should be designated for practical realization. Recently. 
t here is a trend to base these decisions, besides the indispensable engineer's judgement. on 
eertain exact computation methods, the so-called optimation methods. 
After an exact definition of the optimation problem, a historical survey of structural 
optimation i" ~ivell. and the principal trends described. Special cOll!5ideration is given to optim-
ation methods developed before the event of highly efficient di~ital computers, to the effect 
of the"e latter on tll(' development of optill1ation method" and to the evoh-ing recent trends. 
Finally. research result" obtained in this country are presented, together with conclu-
sions drawn from Hungarian and foreign oh"ernltiom; cOll('ernin~ the future trends of develop-
ment of optimation method". 
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